MAKING LASTING LIFESTYLE CHANGES WITH USC FIT FAMILIES

When the pandemic hit in early 2020, USC Fit Families had to innovate quickly to continue providing much needed pro bono preventive wellness programming to low-income residents. Out of that uncertainty came a virtual-based platform that allowed Fit Families to expand its impact beyond East L.A. But, even as the program appears ready to blast off, a funding loss could endanger the nearly 20-year-old program.

READ MORE
Kari Kretch may be a new faculty member, but her face is not new at the Center for Health Professions building. In 2019, she earned her DPT at USC before completing a postdoctoral fellowship in 2021. Get to know a little more about one of our newest faculty members.

READ MORE

Tim Macaulay PhD '20
NASA Researcher

USC biokinesiology alumnus Tim Macaulay's research pursuits have taken to the heavens and back as he studies the impacts of space travel on the human body as a lab lead at the NASA Johnson Space Center's Neuroscience Laboratory.

READ MORE

STORY IDEAS?

Have story ideas for future edition of inMotion Monthly? Email us at ptcomm@usc.edu.